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By Lutz-Christian Wolff, Jenny Chan

Springer Verlag, Singapore, Singapore, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. 1st ed. 2016. Language:
English . Brand New Book. This book discusses comprehensively the use of Flipped Classrooms in the
context of legal education. The Flipped Classroom model implies that lecture modules are delivered
online to provide more time for in-class interactivity. This book analyses the pedagogical viability,
costs and other resource-related implications, technical aspects as well as the production and
online distribution of Flipped Classrooms. It compares the Flipped Classroom concept with
traditional law teaching methods and details its advantages and limitations. The findings are tested
by way of a case study which serves as the basis for the development of comprehensive guidelines
for the concept s practical implementation. As Flipped Classrooms have become a very hot topic
across disciplines in recent years, this book offers a unique resource for law teachers, law school
managers as well as researchers in the field of legal education. It is a must-have for anyone
interested in innovative law teaching methodologies.
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I actually started reading this article ebook. I actually have read and i also am certain that i will likely to go through once again again in the future. You are
going to like just how the article writer compose this ebook.
-- Ma r ia ne K er luke-- Ma r ia ne K er luke

Absolutely essential go through ebook. It is actually rally intriguing throgh looking at time. I realized this ebook from my i and dad advised this publication
to understand.
-- Pr of . Dem etr is Ra u III--  Pr of . Dem etr is Ra u III
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